Interior items by own hands

Everyone knows that in the house very much depends on the interior. Many of us want to fill the space of the
house with stylish and beautiful things that would not have met anyone else.
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Often, seeing in the store any piece of interior, we think that it would perfectly fit the situation of one of your
rooms. However, this item is too "serial", and maybe - too expensive. But many beautiful things for the house
can be made by themselves. It is not at all difficult, as it may seem at first, and does not require significant
expenditures. In addition, such an object of the interior with your own hands, you certainly will never see either
in the atmosphere of your friends, or in one of the stores - it will be an exclusive element. All that is required of
you is the desire to decorate your house with the help of original interior items created by yourself, plus a little
time and imagination.
You will need three metal rods 70cm in length and six twigs - 20cm long. After this, we need to weld three short
twigs, so that we get two triangles. The three remaining long rods weld the triangles one to the other. As a
result, you will get the skeleton of your future vase. Then take a large number of any rope you like, attach it with
one end to the frame of the vase, and, starting work from the bottom, tightly wrap the entire frame. At the
same time, we must ensure that the rows of rope fit tightly to each other - no gaps should remain. When you're
done, secure the upper end of the rope from the inside of the frame. And so, you made the first piece of the
interior with your own hands - you have got a great vase, in which dry or artificial flowers, ears, sunflowers will
look great.
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Stand with your own hands
To create the next decorative object with your own hands, you will need a branch from the tree, which has
some interesting shape, with branches, curved. The main thing is that the branch is not rotten. Peel the branch
from the bark and cover with one of the wood preservatives. If you use a varnish, this will give the branch also a
shine. Now you need to prepare a stand for the branch. For this purpose, an ordinary clay pot is suitable. To give
the stand a more aesthetic appearance, you can decorate the pot with a mosaic made of eggshell. Previously,
the surface of the pot must be covered with PVA glue. Then place the shattered shell on it. After the glue dries,
paint the mosaic with paint (mascara, watercolor), apply a layer of varnish on top. By the way, ceramic pots

decorated in this way can independently act as decorative interior items made by themselves. So, the stand for
the branch is ready. We fill it with two thirds of the cement dissolved in water or gypsum. We lower the branch
into the solution. When the solution is completely solidified, pour the cement in the stand with colored pebbles
or sand. Now you can start decorating the branch. It all depends on your imagination: you can use beads from
beads, a beautiful tourniquet, braid (flog them branches), and you can paint the branch with an aerosol "gold"
or "silver" paint, then hang on the twigs of flowers or decorations of the appropriate color.
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